Abstract. The regular 2n-gon (square, hexagon, octagon,. . . ) is subdivided into smaller polygons (tiles) by the subset of diagonals which run parallel to any of the 2n sides. The manuscript reports on the number of tiles up to the 78-gon.
Summary
Given the N = 2n sided regular polygon, its interior is dissected into nonoverlapping regions (polygons, tiles) by the n(n − 2) diagonals parallel to any of the polygon's sides that connect edges of the polygon. The number of unrestricted diagonals is n(2n − 3). n(n − 1) of these are not considered here, so the number of regions F remains smaller than those generated by all of them [6, 5, 7] .
The N sides define N/2 different non-oriented directions, each represented by a bundle of N/2 − 2 parallel diagonals; the subtraction of 2 indicates the polygon sides are not included in the count. The tile counts are summarized in Tables 1  and 2 . By the discrete rotational symmetry, the polygon is invariant if rotated by multiples of the angle 2π/N . One can count the nonequivalent tiles in a segment in one particular ray direction, then multiply by N , and increase the count by 1 to include the central tile if n is even.
Illustrations
To verify the counts of Table 1 , a visual inspection follows for the cases up to the 28-gon. The tiles are enumerated in two different colors to demonstrate that each is in exactly one of the 2n replicas. Each of the numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . , ⌊F/N ⌋ Table 2 . Results of the C++ program complementing Table 1. appears N times in a figure. From Figure 10 on, the enumeration covers only three rays to simplify the inspection of crossing patterns in the cluttered areas.
The standard coordinate system puts the polygon corners on the unit circle at Cartesian coordinates (cos(πk/n), sin(πk/n)) for k = 0, . . . , N − 1. If these can be expressed as square roots [2, 3, 4, 8, 1, 10] , the coordinates of the diagonal crossings are also of this form, since only determinental combinations of the coordinates of the polygon corners are involved to determine their positions. Another way of counting is to enumerate all E edges and all V intersections (vertices) and to use the planar version of Euler's formula
to count the faces of the graph. (The presence of the 1 indicates that the area outside the polygon is not counted.) The program starts from the edges of the exterior lines of the polygon that connect the roots of unity in the complex plane, plus the edges of the diagonals parallel to any of these edges. This base set is then rescanned producing a working set of chopped edges by looping over the segments of the base set, (1) each time computing all points of intersection (including "touches") with any element of the working set, (2) if this splits the element of the working set, replacing the element in the working set by its fragments, (3) adding the base set element or (if intersected or touched) its sub-components to the working set. The loop finished, E becomes the number of elements in the working set. V is computed by gathering all 2E terminal points of these in a point set, discarding duplicates that have a mutual distance smaller than some noise threshold set by the floating point arithmetic.
The program is simple; no attempt is made to take advantage of the N -fold rotational symmetry of the graph. /** Ctor with count of edges * @param n half of the number of edges. */ Polyg(int n) { /* Construct the edges along the perimeter on the unit circle. */ for(int e=0 ; e < 2*n; e++) { Point a(cos((double)e*M_PI/n),sin((double)e*M_PI/n)) ; Point b(cos((1.+e)*M_PI/n),sin((1.+e)*M_PI/n)) ; *this += Line(a,b) ; } /* Add the diagonals parallel to sides. */ for(int e=0 ; e < n; e++) { int e2 = e+1 ; for(int k=1 ; k < n-1; k++) { Point a(cos((double)(e-k)*M_PI/n),sin((double)(e-k)*M_PI/n)) ; Point b(cos((double)(e2+k)*M_PI/n),sin((double)(e2+k)*M_PI/n)) ; *this += Line(a,b) ; } } }
